MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

1. IV Infusion Therapy Membership
   IV Infusion Therapy Membership, $259/month
   a. 1 Myer’s plus glutathione, or 1 Myer’s plus addl’ vitamin C, monthly ($264 Value, INCLUDED)
   b. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   c. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days) ($75 Value, INCLUDED)
   d. 1 Body fat scan ($50 Value, INCLUDED)
   e. 10% off Subsequent IV’s (Myer’s plus glutathione)* ($264 Value, $239 Membership Rate)
   f. 10% off Subsequent IV’s (Myer’s plus addl’ vitamin C)* ($264 Value, $239 Membership Rate)
   g. 10% off Subsequent IV’s (Myer’s plus glutathione plus addl’ vitamin C)* ($339 Value, $305.10 Membership Rate)
   h. 10% off Myer’s only* ($199 Value, $179.10 Membership Rate)
   i. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)
   j. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $455, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  ______________________________  __________________
Patient Name                  Patient Signature                  Date

_________________________  ______________________________  __________________
Employee Name                Employee Signature                  Date
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

2. **PRP Membership**
   - PRP Membership, $900 1st month payment, $144/month for 5 months
     - a. 1 PRP for joint ($1800 Value, INCLUDED)
     - b. 2 pain shock wave therapy ($1000 Value, INCLUDED)
     - c. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
     - d. 1 Body fat scan ($50 Value, INCLUDED)
     - e. 1 S3 Inflammation measurement ($25 Value, INCLUDED)
     - f. 20% off Bone Marrow/Fat/PRP procedure*($6300 Value, $5040 Membership Rate)
     - g. 20% off Subsequent PRP procedure* ($1800 Value, $1440 Membership Rate)
     - h. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)
     - i. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)

   Membership Savings: $1555, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  ___________________________  _________________
Patient Name  Patient Signature  Date

_________________________  ___________________________  _________________
Employee Name  Employee Signature  Date
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

3. Men's Shock Wave Therapy Membership

   Men's Shock Wave Therapy Membership for sexual health, $533/month
   a. 8 shockwave & erectile enhancement supplement ($4050 Value, INCLUDED)
      i. Start 3 shock wave, 1 weekly for 3 weeks, first month
      ii. 1 shock wave per month with 1 erectile enhancement supplement for 5 months
   b. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   c. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days) ($75 Value, INCLUDED)
   d. Blood panel baseline for vitamin D, B12, testosterone annual first month ($82 Value, INCLUDED)
   e. 1 Body fat scan ($50 Value, INCLUDED)
   f. 20% off Penile Enhancement* ($13000 Value, $10400 Membership Rate)
   g. 20% off (3) P-Shot w/ (1) Shock wave* ($5290 Value, $4232 Membership Rate)
   h. 20% off Pellets with supplements* ($849 Value, $679.20 Membership Rate)
   i. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)
   j. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $1359, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________________  ___________________________________  ______________
Patient Name                          Patient Signature                      Date

_________________________________  ___________________________________  ______________
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS & NON-PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

4. **Massage Membership (Established Patients & Non-Patients)**

   Massage Membership, $76/month
   a. One 50 minutes massage per month ($79 Value, INCLUDED)
   b. Includes gua sha, cupping, deep tissue, stretching as part of the massage
   c. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   d. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days) ($75 Value, INCLUDED)
   e. 1 Body fat scan ($50 Value, INCLUDED)
   f. Additional 20 minutes massage* ($49 Value, $44 Membership Rate)
   g. Additional 50 minutes massages* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)
   h. Additional 80 minutes massage* ($112 Value, $101 Membership Rate)
   i. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $443, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  ______________________  _________________
Patient Name                      Patient Signature                     Date

_________________________  ______________________  _________________
Employee Name                   Employee Signature                     Date
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

5. **Weight Loss Membership**

Weight Loss Membership, $36/month

a. 1 MIC a month ($40 Value, INCLUDED)

b. Body fat scan with every MIC (6) ($300 Value, INCLUDED)

c. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)

d. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days) ($75 Value, INCLUDED)

e. 10% off MedFit MIC/HCG
   i. Self-Pay ($679 Value, $611.10 Membership Rate)
   ii. Insurance Anthem ($489 Value, $440.10 Membership Rate)

f. Additional MIC* ($40 Value, $32 Membership Rate)

g. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)

h. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)

i. 20% off other injections like magnesium, vitamin D* ($48 Value, $38.40 Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $699, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  _________________________  ________________
Patient Name                  Patient Signature               Date

_________________________  _________________________  ________________
Employee Name                Employee Signature              Date
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS & NON-PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

6. **Fit and Vital (Personal training) Membership**
   Fit and Vital Membership, $269/month
   a. 1 Myers/glutathione, & one (1) 50 minutes massage per month for 6 months
      ($343 Value, INCLUDED)
   b. 6 Body fat scan (one/month)
      ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   c. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong
      ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   d. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days)
      ($75 Value, INCLUDED)
   e. Subsequent Myers / glutathione*
      ($264 Value, $239 Membership Rate)
   f. 50 minutes Massage*
      ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)
   g. 10% off supplements and CBD*
      (Membership Rate)
   h. 10% off Hormones treatments, pellets with supplements*
      i. Men (every 4 months)
         ($849 Value, $764.10 Membership Rate)
      ii. Women (every 3 months)
         ($649 Value, $584.10 Membership Rate)

   **Membership Savings: $1119, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (†). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.**

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  _________________________  ________________
Patient Name               Patient Signature       Date

_________________________  _________________________  ________________
Employee Name              Employee Signature      Date
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 6 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 6 months out).

7. Pain Management Membership
Pain Management Membership, $438/month
   a. 1 Trigger points injection & 1 Shock Wave Therapy for pain, once a month, for 6 months ($4050 Value, INCLUDED)
   b. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
   c. Subsequent trigger points injection* ($175 Value, $165 Membership Rate)
   d. 20% off PRP only* ($1800 Value, $1440 Membership Rate)
   e. 10% off Bone Marrow/Fat/PRP procedure* ($6300 Value, $5670 Membership Rate)
   f. 80 minutes massage* ($112 Value, $101 Membership Rate)
   g. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)
   h. 20 minutes massage* ($49 Value, $44 Membership Rate)
   i. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $1722, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  __________________________  __________________
Patient Name                  Patient Signature           Date

_________________________  __________________________  __________________
Employee Name                Employee Signature           Date
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 12 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 12 months out).

8. Aesthetics Membership
Aesthetics Membership, $200/month
a. 3 Vampire Facial, 6 weeks apart ($2600 Value, INCLUDED)
b. 2 Consult with Dr. Truong ($600 Value, INCLUDED)
c. 6 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days) ($150 Value, INCLUDED)
d. 2 Body fat scan ($100 Value, INCLUDED)
e. 15% off Vampire O-Shot* ($2200 Value, $1870 Membership Rate)
f. 15% off Vampire Face Lift* ($2500 Value, $2125 Membership Rate)
g. 15% off Vampire Breast Lift* ($2600 Value, $2210 Membership Rate)
h. 15% off Hair Regrowth (3)* ($5500 Value, $4675 Membership Rate)
i. 80 minutes massage* ($112 Value, $101 Membership Rate)
j. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)
k. 20 minutes massage* ($49 Value, $44 Membership Rate)
l. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)
m. 10% off 1 Botox every 3 months* ($420 Value, $378 Membership Rate)
n. 10% off Fillers Juvederm, 1 syringe* ($300 Value, $270 Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $1050, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  ______________________  ______________________
Patient Name  Patient Signature  Date

_________________________  ______________________  ______________________
Employee Name  Employee Signature  Date

Membership subscriptions 07202020.docx
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 12 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 12 months out).

9. Male Hormones Membership

Male Hormones Membership, $500 1st month payment, $313/month for 11 months

a. Pellets every 4 months for 1 year
   ($2547 Value, INCLUDED)
b. Prostate support, DHEA supplements for 1 year
   ($682.52 Value, INCLUDED)
c. Blood work for 1 year (3 times a year before pellets)
   ($1400 Value, INCLUDED)

b. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong
   ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
c. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days)
   ($75 Value, INCLUDED)

d. 20% off Penile Enhancement*
   ($13000 Value, $1040 Membership Rate)
e. 20% off (3) P-Shot w/ (12) Shock wave*
   ($8400 Value, $6720 Membership Rate)
f. 20% 12 Shock Waves*
   ($6000 Value, $4800 Membership Rate)
g. 10% off supplements and CBD*
   (Membership Rate)
h. 50 minutes Massage*
   ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $1111.52, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  _________________________  _________________  
Patient Name                  Patient Signature                  Date

_________________________  _________________________  _________________  
Employee Name                Employee Signature                  Date

Membership subscriptions 07202020.docx
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS – ESTABLISHED PATIENTS

Membership Term is for 12 months with auto-renewal. Items rollover allowed for the term of the membership. Discounted items are applicable for the term of the membership. Thirty (30) days cancellation written notice to Truong Rehabilitation Center prior to auto-renewal (date enrolled, 12 months out).

10. Female Hormones Membership

Female Hormones Membership, $500 1st month payment, $308/month for 11 months

a. Pellets every 3 months for 1 year  ($2596 Value, INCLUDED)
b. Hormones support, DHEA for 1 year  ($428 Value, INCLUDED)
c. Blood work for 1 year (3-4 times a year before pellets) ($1400 Value, INCLUDED)
d. 1 Consult with Dr. Truong  ($300 Value, INCLUDED)
e. 3 S3 Inflammation measurement (every 60 days)  ($75 Value, INCLUDED)
f. 1 Body fat scan  ($50 Value, INCLUDED)
g. 15% off Vampire O-Shot*  ($2200 Value, $1870 Membership Rate)
h. 15% off Vampire Face Lift*  ($2500 Value, $2125 Membership Rate)
i. 15% off Vampire Breast Lift  ($2600 Value, $2210 Membership Rate)
j. 15% off Hair Regrowth (3)*  ($5500 Value, $4675 Membership Rate)
k. 15% off Vampire Facial*($900/each Value - $765 Membership Rate, $2600/3 Value - $2210 Membership Rate)
l. 80 minutes massage* ($112 Value, $101 Membership Rate)
m. 50 minutes Massage* ($79 Value, $69 Membership Rate)
n. 20 minutes massage* ($49 Value, $44 Membership Rate)
o. 10% off supplements and CBD* (Membership Rate)

Membership Savings: $1006, does not include additional, extra savings on Membership Rates for discounted items (*). Items labeled INCLUDED is part of the Membership.

By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to the Membership Term, its conditions, and Items as outlined above. Additionally, I agree that Rehabilitation Medicine Physicians has the sole right to terminate the Membership without notice, and at such time will reimburse any refunds due, minus cost of services that have been provided to me.

_________________________  _________________________  _________________________
Patient Name                   Patient Signature                 Date

_________________________  _________________________  _________________________
Employee Name                  Employee Signature                Date

* Membership subscriptions 07202020.docx